We propose a heuristic framework of functional thalaand assembled by the cooperative activity of neuronal mocortical convergence types, then investigate several ensembles. The prevalence of functional thalamocordetailed aspects of the transformation, including: the tical connectivity is strictly governed by tonotopy, but spectral and temporal specificity of inputs to cortical connection strength is not. Finally, spectral and temcells, the complementary roles of excitatory and inhibiporal modulation preferences in cortex may differ dratory receptive field subregions, and the thalamocortical matically from the thalamic input. Our observations transfer of spectral and temporal modulation properties. reveal a radical reconstruction of response properties Recordings were made simultaneously from pairs of sinfrom auditory thalamus to cortex, and illustrate how gle units in the ventral medial geniculate body (MGBv) some properties are propagated with great fidelity and its target layers in primary auditory cortex (AI) in the while others are significantly transformed or generketamine-anesthetized cat. Spectrotemporal receptive ated intracortically.
cal pairs are shown in Figure 2 . In Figures 2A-2C , the excitatory peak in the thalamic STRF is in almost perfect register with that of the cortical cell. For assessing overlap ( Figure 2C , contours), the thalamic STRF has been shifted in time by the peak correlogram delay, i.e., the expected travel and synaptic delay between the cells. The high similarity of STRFs suggests that a cortical unit could inherit its main excitatory region from functionally identical thalamic cells. Mixed constructive/ensemble convergence is shown in Figures 2D-2F , where a smaller, partially overlapping thalamic receptive field is integrated into a larger cortical receptive field. This emphasizes that convergence types in Figure 1 are not strictly categorical: the thalamic input not only participates in construction but also in ensemble convergence insofar as its excitatory region extends to frequencies beyond those of the cortical cell. Here, the nonoverlapping thalamic region appears to be an extension of the primary cortical excitatory region, and therefore may contribute to the subthreshold flanks of the cortical peak. Strong ensemble convergence appears in Figures  2G-2I , where a thalamic unit with large receptive field converges onto a cortical cell whose receptive field clearly composes only a subset of the thalamic input. Other functionally diverse inputs must cooperate to strengthen the region of overlap, elevating it above some threshold, or to suppress the nonoverlapping region. There is also an area of mismatch in this example, where 
. These extremes are not ceptive field peak that overlaps that of the cortex. High intended to be categorical: a given thalamocortical concortical coverage and high thalamic overlap occur when nection need not fall neatly into any one of these three. the thalamic and cortical receptive fields are nearly idenNor do we expect a cortical receptive field to be made tical, as for inheritance. Low cortical coverage but high up of only one extreme convergence type. The three thalamic overlap occurs when a small thalamic receptive types illustrated simply delimit the possible range of field is completely subsumed by the cortical one, as in functional convergence. For instance, inheritance (Fig- constructive convergence. Finally, low thalamic overlap ure 1A), the simplest case, occurs if a cortical cell's with varying degrees of cortical coverage indicates enreceptive field is completely determined by functionally semble convergence, when the thalamic input posidentical thalamic inputs. Constructive convergence sesses receptive field regions that are not ultimately ( Figure 1B ) builds the cortical receptive field by integratshared by the cortical cell. The paradigmatic receptive ing a number of thalamic inputs with smaller receptive field relationships for these general ranges are indicated fields, in frequency and/or time. This convergence-byin Figure 3 (schematic insets). Functional thalamocortiunion is a variant of the Hubel-Wiesel model (Hubel and cal pairs fill the entire domain of thalamic overlap and Wiesel, 1962; Tanaka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995).
cortical coverage, demonstrating that the transformaConversely, in ensemble convergence ( Figure 1C ), the tion of receptive fields utilizes all possible types of conthalamic inputs extend beyond the spectrotemporal vergence. borders of the resultant cortical receptive field. This convergence-by-intersection logically requires the participation of an ensemble of cells, cooperating either
Spectrotemporal Specificity
The spectrotemporal specificity of thalamocortical conto amplify the receptive field regions that are ultimately represented in cortex, or to suppress regions that are not.
nections is addressed only indirectly by the metrics of Figure 3 . To compare the pairwise specificity directly, Representative functionally connected thalamocorti-the thalamic inputs were normalized relative to their spatial stimulus attributes. Our index instead considers cortical targets. For Figure 4 , the excitatory peak of each the joint spectrotemporal response preferences for both cortical target has been stretched in frequency and in neurons. It is thus a very strict measure of shared retime to match an arbitrary standard, which is plotted as a sponse properties; consequently, the population of all light gray circle ( Figure 4A ) with bandwidth and duration recorded pairs is biased toward low similarity indices equal to one. Each thalamic input was then stretched ( Figure 6D ). Despite its sophistication, however, similarby the same amount as its target, shifted by the correloity index tends to be associated with the simpler meagram peak delay, and plotted as a contour on the stansure of best frequency difference (corr. coef. ϭ Ϫ0.69, dardized axes. Such normalization maintains the relative p Ͻ 0.001 for functionally connected pairs; Ϫ0.39, p Ͻ thalamocortical overlap in frequency and time, allowing 0.001 for all pairs). The prevalence of functionally condirect comparison across all pairs. Nearly all thalamic nected pairs increases systematically with greater overinputs show significant overlap with their cortical tarall STRF similarity ( Figure 6E ). Nonetheless, as with best gets. The STRF energies within the contours, moreover, frequency alone, the strength of correlation does not may be summed across time to give the distribution in depend on similarity index ( Figure 6F ). relative frequency of the thalamic inputs ( Figure 4B ).
Most (72%) of the energy falls within one normalized
Modulation and Inhibitory Properties cortical bandwidth. Likewise, when the energies are
The spectrotemporal convergence described in Figures summed across frequency, giving the distribution in rel-3-6 is largely determined by a characteristic and ubiquiative timing of the thalamic inputs ( Figure 4C ), most tous lemniscal auditory receptive field feature, a main (80%) of the input energy falls within one normalized excitatory peak. Many response properties, however, cortical duration. Although our cross correlation criteria depend not only on the excitatory region but on its relafavor cell pairs that tend to fire in close temporal proximtion to neighboring inhibitory regions. Two such reity, they do not require that all or most thalamic STRF sponse properties that are important for processing energy should fall within a single cortical duration; coopcomplex sounds are temporal and spectral modulation eration with other inputs could easily bias the relative preferences. Best temporal modulation measures a neuefficacy of thalamic spikes with a certain range of latenron's preferred rate for energy in the stimulus to fluctuate cies, such that the STRF overlap in time could be marin time. It is analogous to the speed of moving visual ginal. Thus, thalamic input is highly specific in both relagratings. Best spectral modulation is a neuron's pretive frequency and relative time. On average, the inputs ferred size for spectral envelope contours. It is analocontribute very little excitatory energy outside the specgous to the spatial frequency of visual gratings. trotemporal extent of their cortical targets.
With the dynamic ripple stimulus, modulation preferAnother measure of frequency convergence is the ences are derived through a two-dimensional Fourier best frequency difference between members of a functransform of the STRF. This yields a preferred value tional pair. Figure 5A compares the differences of the for temporal (in Hz) and spectral (in cycles per octave) thalamic best frequencies to those of their cortical tarmodulations. In Figure 7A , the preferred temporal modugets (mean difference 0.077 octaves Figure 2 are evidently tional connectivity depends on receptive field similarity. rank correlated, but given our entire sample, one is unThe best frequency differences for all thalamocortical able to predict cortical temporal preference from its pairs reveals a sampling bias toward small differences thalamic input. Spectral modulation preferences ( Figure  (Figure 6A ). On the basis of previous work (Creutzfeldt 7B) show similar trends. Cortical neurons prefer signifiet al., 1980), we deliberately targeted pairs with small cantly lower (broader) spectral modulation preferences best frequency difference as they are most likely to be than thalamic cells (mean thalamus 1.27 cyc/oct, cortex functionally connected. Although biased, our sample is 0.49 cyc/oct; median thalamus 1.47 cyc/oct, cortex 0.18 continuous to differences greater than one octave. The cyc/oct; paired-sample t test p Ͻ 0.001). As with tempohighest proportion of correlated pairs has the smallest ral modulations, spectral modulation preferences lack best frequency difference ( Figure 6B Mechanistically, it reflects the fact that although excitatory receptive field properties are decisive in functional correlation, inhibitory features are not transmitted with ter in a modular fashion along such isofrequency contours (for review, see . While this great fidelity. The dichotomy implies that excitatory receptive field subregions of input-layer cortical cells are report considers the most dominant response properties, other factors not addressed here may affect condriven by direct thalamic input, while the inhibitory subregions, and thus modulation properties, are connectivity; it is therefore surprising that such a large percentage of auditory thalamocortical cell pairs are structed or at least strengthened intracortically. That is, inhibitory subregions of cortical cells do not appear to functionally connected. Our sampling biases reveal, however, that it is experimentally very difficult to find come about through withdrawal of the solely excitatory thalamic input; rather, they likely come about through such pairs.
There is no rank correlation among the pairs; that is, slow (fast) thalamic cells do not tend to project to slow (fast) cortical cells

Modulation and Inhibitory Properties
Although the prevalence of functional connectivity deactive inhibition from cortical interneurons. Evidence of such active excitatory/inhibitory ("push/pull") circuitry pends on receptive field similarity, the strength of connectivity does not. This result differs substantially from has been observed in the visual and somatosensory systems (Ferster, 1988 thalamocortical oscillations were present under the spontaneous sequential losses would be multiplicative. Consequently, we would not expect robust thalamocortical transmission of individual subcondition, as indicated by a significant peak in the power spectrum between 7-14 Hz, the correlogram was high-pass filtered above 25 fields at long or highly variable latencies. In assessing direct thalamocortical influences, therefore, the effect of the STRF time shift is Hz. This eliminates broad, unspecific correlation peaks and leaves intact the narrow, specific peaks that reflect direct functional conequivalent for excitatory and inhibitory subfields and is given by the peak correlogram lag; the latency for an increase in excitation is nectivity. The significance level was then adjusted accordingly, and the 1-5 ms peak criterion applied. The second challenge in using the same as the latency for withdrawal. spontaneous activity is that some neurons' spike rates are so low in silence that their correlograms are too noisy to show significant Acknowledgments features. To avoid biasing our sample toward neurons with high spontaneous rates, we applied an additional, more conservative This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health (DCcriterion. We looked more closely at recording locations where some 02260, NS34835), the National Science Foundation (NSF97203398), pairs showed the significant, maximum 1-5 ms peak in both condiand the Whitaker Foundation. Thanks to M. Kvale for writing the tions, and considered thalamocortical pairs whose spontaneous spike-sorting software. 
